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II-Spec: Revolutionary Instrument on a Chip 
lJ-5pec - an analog of a grating spectrometer. reduced In size by 
many OrdSIS of magnitude through the use of superconductlng 
transmission lines on low loss single crystal 51 dielectric. 
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·1J~Spec Is the IIrst fully Integrated high performance spectrometer system 
coveting 250 - 100 IJrn In wavelength. 
• The detectors are deeply Imbedded in mlcrostrip circuitry, allowtng 
extensive ftlterlng and excellent Isol~on from thermal backgrounds. 
• ~Spec can couple to large two dimensional arrays of detectors In a very 
small volume - built on a 4.-inch Si wafer. . 
• Transmission line optics can be highly corrected to provide diffraction 
limited imaging aUIle spectrum. 
• System Integration risk is lowered with fully integrated spectrometer. 
l1-5pec 'sensltlvlty • limited only by the statistics of the Input photons 
The Harachel PACS i ndrument, 8 madende 
resolution fit InI'rared lIoeclrometar. 
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. Kinetic Detector Demonstration 
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f-= II-Spec will be a strongcompetitO/ fur"';;id; ";'ng; of cu;;;;;~;ifu;;;;i;;;s~·;d,-;~th;E;;y--"'l 
. Universe Spectroscopic Explorer and SPICA I . ~-Spec will' also Significantly enhance the capability of the future mission concepts, such as SAFIR, SPIRIT, 
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